
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN

 

SILICON GRAPHICS, INC.,

Plaintiff,

v.

ATI TECHNOLOGIES, INC,

Defendant,

ORDER

06-C-611-C

 

As the discovery deadline loomed, then passed, and with trial imminent, the parties have

filed three more discovery motions: SGI has moved to protected Barry Weinert from deposition

by ATI, see dkt. 291; ATI has moved to compel discovery, see dkt. 305; and SGI has filed a

motion to compel and for an extension of the discovery cutoff, see dkt. 323.  Because time is

extremely short, I will eschew a longer order in favor of quicker rulings: SGI’s motion to protect

against deposition is denied.  ATI’s motion to compel document production is denied.  SGI’s

motion to compel and to extend the discovery deadline is denied.  The parties may seek to shift

costs on motions they won.  I address the motions in the order in which the parties filed them:

291: SGI’s Motion for a Protective Order

I have read both sides’ briefs, affidavits and exhibits on this motion and have concluded

that ATI is entitled to depose Barry Weinert, SGI’s general counsel.  ATI has presented a

sufficient number of apparent inconsistencies and has raised enough valid questions about what

happened and why so as to overcome the court’s initial disinclination to subject a party’s general
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counsel to an involuntary deposition.  I do not know if Judge Crabb will allow ATI to raise at

trial the defense of estoppel, but she has not yet forbidden it, so the topic is appropriate for

pretrial discovery.  ATI’s proffer of inconsistent facts and reports regarding Weinert’s major role

in the SGI’s bankruptcy proceeding, coupled with SGI’s failure to provide a 30(b)(6)

representative capable of providing complete, accurate answers to ATI’s questions convinces me

that ATI is entitled to depose Weinert about the depth and breadth of SGI’s report to the

bankruptcy court of this then-nascent lawsuit against ATI.

Similarly, ATI sufficiently has proffered facts and a time line to persuade me that ATI

also may obtain from Weinert any non-privileged information he has regarding SGI’s disclosure

to the PTO of the Baum reference.  Whether ATI will obtain any useful information from

Weinert, or whether there will be time to use it are different questions.  If ATI wishes to pursue

this line of inquiry during the deposition, it may.

Next, given the tenor of ATI’s proffers, I agree with ATI that F.R. Ev. 408 does not bar

this deposition.  As a policy matter, this court probably would have given effect to the parties’

initial agreement to use Rule 408 to shield their preliminary discussions.  But where, as here, one

of the parties since has made a colorable showing of possible inequities, Rule 408 does not bar

the discovery of additional information of the allegedly inequitable conduct.  It’s a chicken-and-

egg process; in the end, perhaps this court will determine that ATI has developed no information

outside the scope of  Rule 408, but  on the record currently before the court, I will not bar ATI

from attempting to gather this information.

Each party’s quest to depose its opponent’s current or former general counsel is not as

surprising as it would be in a less bellicose lawsuit.  Obviously, a company’s general counsel may
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assert the attorney-client privilege to the extent it actually protects the requested testimony.

That said, I have found ATI’s deposition topics fair game with this witness, so the court expects

Attorney Weinert to provide all of the information requested of him unless it actually is shielded

by a valid privilege.  I doubt that this observation will cause the deposition to proceed more

smoothly, but it must proceed.

This motion was filed and fully briefed before the close of discovery on December 15, but

the court grouped it with the later-filed discovery motions discussed below.  Because the court

caused this delay, I am excusing this deposition from the discovery cutoff.  I leave it to the

parties to work out the details, but if the court has to referee, it will choose the earliest date.

Employing new  Rule 37(a)(5)(B), I will allow ATI, if it wishes, to argue why the court

should shift its costs on this motion to SGI.  ATI may have until January 7, 2008 to file and

serve its itemized bill of response expenses and any argument in favor of cost-shifting.  SGI may

have until January 13, 2008 within which to respond.    

305: ATI’s Motion To Compel Discovery 

ATI has moved for an order compelling SGI to provide complete responses to Requests

for Production 96, 120 and 121, which involve RenderMan, OpenGL and specified properties.

According to ATI, at an October 30, 2007 telephonic meet-and-confer, SGI agreed to produce

the relevant documents but then did not produce them all.  ATI pressed the point, prompting

SGI to respond that it had produced all relevant, responsive non-privileged documents in its

possession, custody and control. 
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The parties’ competing briefs–including SGI’s unbidden reply–may be distilled down to

a legal version of “Did so!” / “Did not!”  The parties do not dispute that SGI provided most of

the requested documents.  ATI has established that additional documents exist that would be

responsive to its discovery requests if SGI possessed those documents.  ATI weaves together

strands of deposition testimony and other chains of circumstances to argue that SGI must still

possess these documents (some of which are a decade old), and that SGI’s denials may be based

on a failure to look hard enough.

SGI responds to the effect of “What Part of No Don’t You Understand?”  SGI points out

that much of the disputed material was generated and studied in the mid-90's, and that due to

personnel and corporate changes, SGI hasn’t kept track of these documents and now cannot find

them despite having looked for them.  Whatever inferences to the contrary ATI may be capable

of drawing from snippets of other evidence are incorrect: SGI no longer has these documents.

In light of this unequivocal response, there is nothing for this court to order SGI to do.

Although courts sometimes employ the legal fiction that corporations never forget, if ten-year

old documents can’t be found in the filing cabinet, the most logical reason is because the

company no longer has them.  It is unavailing for ATI to impeach the forthrightness of SGI’s

averments as to the depth and breadth of its search.  A smart lawyer intent on evasion can

always find and exploit loopholes in seemingly impenetrable discovery requests and court orders.

There comes a point at which the court simply has to rely on attorneys, as officers of the court,

to behave honorably.  However pollyannaish this reliance might seem, it has teeth: recently this

court revoked in mid-case the pro hac vice status of two attorneys who refused to abide by the
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rules of discovery and this court’s discovery orders.  Other sanctions are available as needed.

Therefore, this court accepts SGI’s unwavering averment that it has looked in all the necessary

places and has asked all the necessary people where the missing documents might be.  If it turns

out that SGI was not sufficiently forthright, then the court shall sanction SGI and its attorneys

appropriately.  ATI’s motion to compel is denied.   

Pursuant to Rule 37(a)(5)(B), SGI may have until January 7, 2008 to file and serve its

itemized bill of response expenses and any argument in favor of cost-shifting.  ATI may have

until January 13, 2008 within which to respond.     

323: SGI’s Motion To Compel and To Extend the Discovery Cutoff 

SGI has moved to compel ATI to make certain witnesses available for deposition and to

extend the discovery cutoff to allow SGI to finish necessary discovery.  SGI complains that on

October 11, 2007, it noticed up ATI witnesses Matt Skynner and Carrel Killebrew; ATI has

declined to make them available due to the number of other depositions already scheduled in

the short time left before trial.  SGI also reports that ATI has not yet produced 30(b)(6)

witnesses on specified topics.  Finally, SGI avers that it has pursued discovery tenaciously but

simply ran out of time.  In response, ATI filed a 23 page opposition disputing each point made

by SGI (dkt. 323, sealed), and accusing SGI of unclean hands and gamesmanship.

This court can resolve SGI’s motion without choosing between the parties’ competing

glosses of the course of discovery.  Discovery ended December 15, 2007 pursuant to this court’s

order.  Although the parties could agree to an extension, they have not, and this court is not
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going to order another one.   From this court’s perspective, the parties have had sufficient time1

to conduct discovery, notwithstanding any claims of obstruction or delay.

SGI filed its lawsuit in this court on October 23, 2006, presumably because it wanted the

quickest available trial of its claims.  Given the complexity of the patents, this court started with

a “slow” schedule, then bumped it back to account for the difficulty everyone (including the

court) was having keeping pace.  Under the original schedule, trial in this case would have ended

by Thanksgiving.  That didn’t work out, so the court granted 2½ month extensions of all the

major deadlines.  Although it may have been more symbolic than practical, the parties stipulated

to end discovery before Christmas, and the court accepted that stipulation.  So, counting from

the December 20, 2006 preliminary pretrial conference (the official start of discovery), the

parties have had 360 days to conduct discovery.  In this court, twelve months of discovery

qualifies as borderline sybaritic, even in a complicated patent case.  The fact that the parties

came up with new items on their discovery to-do lists this fall does not evoke sympathy from the

court.  Trial begins in 40 days.  There is an eve-of-trial safe harbor from discovery for a reason.

SGI’s motion to compel and to extend is denied.    

Pursuant to Rule 37(a)(5)(B), ATI may have until January 7, 2008 to file and serve its

itemized bill of response expenses and any argument in favor of cost-shifting.  SGI may have

until January 13, 2008 within which to respond.     
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ORDER

IT IS ORDERED that:

(1) SGI’S motion for protection is DENIED.

(2) ATI’s motion to compel is DENIED.  

(3) SGI’s motion to compel is DENIED.

(4) The parties may seek cost-shifting pursuant to the schedule stated above.

Entered this 26  day of December, 2007.th

BY THE COURT:

_______________________

STEPHEN L. CROCKER

Magistrate Judge
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